
CORE RULE BOOKLET

1. The following changes were made to the end of Line of 
Sight and Measuring on page 1.
“A model or model’s base does not block line of sight.”

2. The following was added to Important Game Concepts 
on page 1.
“Front Arc and Line of Sight

All Characters have a LoS front arc of 180 degrees and Sup-
porting Characters have a  LoS of 360 degrees. A Character 
has LoS to things within Awareness. Supporting Characters 
are considered to have an Awareness value of 8.”

3 and 4. The following changes were made to the Im-
portant Game Concepts on page 2.
“Character and Supporting Character.”

Unless specified, Character refers to both Character and 
Supporting Character.”

“Bleeding”

When a Character with this effect activates, it takes 1 Injury 
until this Character receives the Let Me Take a Look action 
from another Character.”

5. The following changes were made to the end of Com-
bat on page 5.
“ Players are looking to roll equal to or under the Combat 
Value on a D20 to score a successful hit.”

6. The Following changes were made to the end of 
Awareness on page 5.
“A Character has LoS to anything within its Awareness value 
in inches and within its front arc.”

7. The following changes were made to the end of Fright 
on page 5.
“A Character gains -2 to all skill rolls for each Point of Terror 
it has in excess of its Fright Value. A Character Falls Victim 
(pg 02) when they accumulate double their Fright value in 
Terror points.” 

9. The heading ‘Skills’ was replaced with the heading 
‘Abilities’ on page 5.

10. The following changes were made to the end of 
Abilities on page 5.
“Unless otherwise stated the use of an ability is a free 
action.”

11.The following changes were made to the beginning of 
Items on page 5.
“Some Characters may have starting weapons and items.”

12. The following changes were made to page 5.
“Wounds

Unless otherwise specified on a Character, all Characters 
have 10 Wounds. When a Character takes 10 or more Inju-
ries they immediately Fall Victim.”

13. The Following changes were made to the Supporting 
Character section, column 1, on page 6.
“Unless otherwise specified the term Character also refers to 
Supporting Characters.”

14. The following two changes were made to the Sup-
porting Character rules on page 6.
“7. Supporting Characters have a 360 degree LoS. 

8. Supporting Characters are considered to have an aware-
ness value of 8.”

15. The following changes were made to the Set The 
Stage section on page 7.
“The table is broken into 4 equal quadrants, A,B,C, and D.  
They are often referred to as table sections. This format will 
be used to help deploy Fright Tokens, Characters, The Killer, 
Supporting Characters, and more.”

16. The following changes were made to Points of Inter-
est in The Escape Plot on page 10.
“Place a point of interest token in each room of the cabin 
and then randomly place 4 tokens 6” away from the center 
of table section A and 4 tokens 6” away from the center of 
table section B. These Point of Interest Tokens represent the 
mangled remains of the other campers.”

17 and 18. Difficult Terrain and Area Terrain were given 
their own headings to make them easier to find in the 
rulebook on page 13.

“Difficult Terrain:

Players may decide before the game if any terrain will be 
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considered “Difficult Terrain”. When a Character moves over 
Difficult Terrain, 1” of movement counts as 2” used. Unless 
specifically stated, The Killer is not affected by Difficult 
Terrain. 

Area Terrain:

Players may also designate terrain features as “Area 
Terrain”, even if the feature is already considered “Difficult 
Terrain”. During each turn, if a Character’s movement takes 
them within 2” of “Area Terrain” at any point of the action, 
roll on the jump scare table. This only occurs once per Char-
acter each turn. 

 

“Difficult Terrain” and “Area Terrain” could be represented by 
swampy water, rubble, copses 

of trees, or thick brush.”

19.The following change was made to the description of 
Checking Character Terror on page 15.
“When a Character has double or greater their Fright value 
in Terror points during the start of the Fright Phase, they 
Fall Victim to The Killer and are removed from the table. A 
Character will only Fall Victim due to Terror Points during 
this phase.”

20. The following changes were made to Stalking and 
Enraged, on page 16.
“Stalking or Enraged:

If The Killer is already on the table, on a Fright Token roll 
of 9 or 10, roll one D10. If the result is equal to or less than 
The Killer’s current injuries The Killer is Stalking, remove The 
Killer and place it outside the most isolated Character’s front 
arc and in base-to- base. It does not attack this turn. 

 

If the roll is greater than the number of injuries on The Killer 
or it has not taken any damage yet, The Killer is Enraged 
this turn. An Enraged killer’s next attack results in a critical 
on a 1-3, instead of just a 1. The Killer can only have one 
Enraged token at time.”  

21. The following changes were made to the “It’s Here!” 
result on the table on page 16. 

“It’s Here!” 

Immediately Conjure The Killer randomly or use the sce-
nario’s specific killer and replace the Fright Token with The 
Killer’s model. Once placed, move the killer using its target 
rules under its M.O. in the Killer Phase. If The Killer is already 
conjured, check to see if it is Stalking or Enraged.”

22. The following change was made to the Important 
Fright Token Rules on page 17.

“-When a Character activates, it gains 1 Terror Point for each 
Fright Token within 4””

23. The following changes were made to Place The Killer 
on page 19.

“1: It is the second turn after The Killer has been 

driven off. 

2: It savored the moment last turn 

3: No Characters can draw a line of sight to the killer and it’s 
not in base-to-base with a Character.”

24. The following changes were made to Move The Killer 
on page 19
“Once The Killer has been placed, or if it is not in base-to-
base with a Character, roll a D10 and move The Killer that 
many inches toward its identified target based on its M.O. 
The Killer will move in the fastest, most direct route possible. 
The Killer may move through other Characters to get to its 
target. Any Characters it moves through automatically take 
1 injury and 1 terror. The Killer may not end its movement 
with its base overlapping another model’s base. In this case, 
continue to move The Killer until its base is not overlapping. 
The Killer is not stopped by doors and windows.”

25. The following changes were made to the end of 
Attacks on page 19.
“ If an attack does not have a combat value it automatically 
hits all eligible targets within the attack’s range.”

26. The heading ‘Savor The Moment’ was added to make 
the section easier to find on page 19.

27. The following changes were made to Savor The Mo-
ment on page 19.
“Savor The Moment

When The Killer deals enough injuries for a Character to fall 
victim, The Killer is removed from the table to savor the mo-
ment and begin Stalking a new target! Return The KIller to 
the table next turn using its M.O. A killer removed by savor 
the moment can still be placed on the table with actions 
like Lunge! And “It’s Here!”

28.The following changes were made to the end of Fall-
ing Victim on page 19.
“A Character gains 2 Terror Points when another Character 
Falls Victim while within Line of Sight and Awareness.”

29. The following changes were made to Lights on page 
20.
“Lights - Fright Tokens and The Killer cannot move into the 
light. The Killer is not displaced by the light but may move 
out of it normally. Any Fright Tokens in or that move into an 
‘on’ light token are removed. Characters in the light cannot 
be targeted by The Killer. 



When a Character moves fully into the light remove 1 terror 
point. If a Character starts their turn in a light token, they do 
not gain terror points this turn.

 Characters attacking The Killer while The Killer is in a light 
token gain 1 Terror Point and +2 to their attack roll.”

30. The following contains changes to Movement and 
Actions on page 20.
“When each Character activates, they may take 2 quick 
actions or 1 quick action and a long action (pg 25). Quick 
actions must always be taken before a long action. 

Characters may use one free action from a skill, item, or 
special rule before or after any other action once each Char-
acter activation.

 A Character’s movement value is listed on their Character 
card. They may move up to that many inches per action. If 
a Character takes their second action as a movement and 
if they have any terror points, they must roll a D20. On a 
result equal to or less than the Character’s current terror 
points, they trip at the end of their second movement.

 A Character may move through another Character but may 
not end their movement overlapping another Character’s 
base. If their movement would end overlapping anoth-
er Character’s base, move the active Character back the 
direction it was moving from until it is not overlapping. A 
Character may not move through a killer’s base.”

31.The following change was made to Lunge! On page 21. 
“Lunge!: Place the Killer in base-to-base with the Character 
and make an attack with attack 2. If the Killer is already in 
base-to-base with a Character or Supporting Character, 
place a Fright Token in base-to-base with the Character 
instead. If the Character is in a light token The Killer is still 
placed but will not target the Character. Any ranged attacks 
can still target Characters outside of the light as normal”

32. The following change was made to Tap On The Shoul-
der on page 21.
“Tap on the shoulder: Place the closest standing friendly 
Character or Supporting Character within 8” into base-to-
base with this Character. This does not cause jump scares 
for the placed Character. If there are no Characters within 8”, 
the Character gains 1 terror point instead.”

33. The following addition was made to Luck Points on 
page 21.
“Luck Points Luck points represent the sheer force of will a 
Character has to survive a plot. A Character may use a luck 
point to do one of any of the following (each may only be 
done once per turn per Character): 

- Reroll any die roll that targets the Character (such as The 

Killer’s move or attack). 

- Reroll any skill roll made by the Character. 

- Reroll a search table roll made by the Character. 

- Remove 2 terror points. 

- Heal 2 injuries.

 -When a Character successfully searches for a weapon 
or supply you may spend a luck point to generate 3 and 
choose one.”

34. The following change was made to Ranged Attacks 
on page 22.
“Ranged Attacks Characters may take a quick action, snap-
shot, or a long action ranged attack against any enemy 
model within their awareness even if it is in base-to-base 
with a friendly Character. A ranged attack is made by rolling 
a D20, looking for a result that is less than or equal to the 
Character’s combat value listed on their Character card. 
Any modifiers are applied to the Character’s combat value 
before the die is rolled. Below is a list of combat modifiers”

35. The following change was made to the Distract ac-
tion on page 25.
“Distract: If The Killer is within this Character’s Awareness, 
move The Killer 3” directly toward this Character. This action 
may only be taken once per Character activation.”

36. The following change was made to the Fend Off 
action on page 25.
“A Character within 2” of The Killer rolls a D20; If the result is 
equal to or less than the Character’s starting luck value, The 
Killer is immediately replaced with a Fright Token. The Killer 
does not count as Driven Off.”

37. The following skill was added to page 25.
““Catch!” A Character may give any found items or weapons 
to another non-Support Character within 2” and LoS as long 
as the target is not already at its limit for additional items 
and weapons.”

38. The following Change was made to the “It’s Nothing, 
see?” action on page 25.
““It’s nothing, see?” The Character may make an awareness 
check to immediately roll on the Fright Token table for a 
Fright Token within the Character’s awareness. You may add 
or subtract one from the D10 roll.”



RULES INTERACTION ERRATA

1. Characters that have been Tripped, cannot be moved by 
Character abilities or special rules, unless stated specifically 
by an ability or special rule.

CORE M.O., VISAGE AND 
TRAIT ERRATA

1. The following change was made to the Mutilated 
Visage card.
“Wild swings 

All Characters not hit by ‘Various Blades’ within 2” of a muti-
lated killer take 1 injury.”

2. The following changes were made to the Familiar 
Visage card.
“Special actions: All Characters are -2 to target a familiar 
killer. Before a familiar killer attacks, all Characters move 
2” toward the killer. Familiar killers are affected by Difficult 
Terrain.”

“Unexpected Stabbing: Familiar killers target the Character 
in base- to-base with the least terror points. In the case 
of a tie, players choose. Characters injured by Unexpected 
Stabbings gain Bleeding.

Combat 16, Damage: 2 injuries.”

“Surprise backhand: This attack targets the Character with 
the lowest number of terror points within 4” that was not 
targeted by ‘Unexpected Stabbing’. In the case of a tie, play-
ers may choose.

Combat 15, Damage: 1 injury. Targeted Character ‘trips’.”

EXPANSION ERRATA

1. The Gourd Reaper
In the Plot, Jack O’ Lanterns, it should state under setup, 
“Characters are placed within 3” of the outer corner of table 
section A.”

2. In Final Call, This section had a double post of the first 
paragraph I believe, but it should be this:

Advancement Points  

Each archetype has base values for each Stat that are nor-
mally found on a Don’t Look Back Character (Move, Combat, 
Awareness, Fright, and Luck). You will also be able to spend 5 
Advancement Points to increase Stats that are traditionally 
relevant to the archetype that you chose. Which Stats you 

can increase are noted under each archetype along with 
their base value. 

Increasing Combat, Awareness, and Fright costs 1 Advance-
ment Point each. Each of these stats may only be increased 
a maximum of 3 times each. 

Increasing Movement, Luck, or wounds costs 2 Advance-
ment Points each increase.

3. De’Graw Cleaner pack killers have the ability from the 
cultists and that should be removed.


